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SARS-CoV-2 Neutralization with BNT162b2 Vaccine Dose 3

To the Editor: We conducted a global, random-
ized, placebo-controlled, phase 1–2–3 pivotal 
trial in which two 30-μg doses of BNT162b2 
(Pfizer–BioNTech) were administered 21 days 
apart (ClinicalTrials.gov number, NCT04368728). 
These doses of vaccine had mainly low-grade 
side effects and provided 95% efficacy against 
coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) from 7 days 
to approximately 2 months after dose 2.1 Effi-
cacy waned to 84% between 4 and approximate-
ly 6 months after dose 2.2 Since vaccine authori-
zation, viral variants have replaced the original 
strain, with the highly transmissible B.1.617.2 
(delta) variant currently dominant.3 Although the 
effectiveness of the vaccine against severe dis-
ease, hospitalization, and death remains high, 
waning immunity and viral diversification create 
a possible need for a third vaccine dose.

Therefore, we administered a third 30-μg 
BNT162b2 dose 7.9 to 8.8 months after dose 2 to 
11 participants 18 to 55 years of age and to 12 
participants 65 to 85 years of age from U.S. sites 
in the phase 1 part of the ongoing pivotal trial 
(additional details of the trial are provided in 
Table S1 and text within the Supplementary Ap-
pendix, as well as in the trial protocol, both of 
which are available with the full text of this let-
ter at NEJM.org). Local reactions and systemic 
events after dose 3 were predominantly mild to 
moderate and were similar to those after dose 2 
(Figs. S1 and S2). No unsolicited adverse events 
were reported in the month after dose 3.

We determined 50% serum neutralization ti-
ters against wild-type (USA-WA1/2020) severe 
acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) and a recombinant beta variant strain 
(i.e., the beta variant spike gene on wild-type 
genetic background), as described previously.4 
Serum specimens were obtained before dose 1, 
at 7 days and 1 month after dose 2, and before 
and 7 days and 1 month after dose 3 (Fig. 1A). 
These data supported four key conclusions. First, 
during the approximately 8 months from 7 days 
after dose 2 to before dose 3, SARS-CoV-2 neu-

tralization geometric mean titers (GMTs) in this 
subgroup of participants from phase 1 of the 
trial declined far more rapidly than vaccine ef-
ficacy declined in participants in the phase 2–3 
pivotal trial.2 Second, by 1 month after dose 3, 
neutralization GMTs against wild-type virus in-
creased to more than 5 times as high (in 18-to-
55-year-olds) and to more than 7 times as high 
(in 65-to-85-year-olds) as the GMTs 1 month 
after dose 2. Third, neutralization GMTs against 
the beta variant increased more after dose 3 than 

Figure 1 (next page). Neutralizing Responses after Two 
and Three Doses of BNT162b2.

The 50% neutralization titers against a wild-type tar-
get strain (USA-WA1/2020) and against B.1.351 (beta) 
lineage and B.1.617.2 (delta) lineage target strains are 
shown for both age groups. Geometric mean titers 
from severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 
(SARS-CoV-2) plaque-reduction neutralization testing 
are shown for serum specimens obtained at the time 
points shown on the x axes from participants in the 
dose 3 immunogenicity population (11 participants in 
the 18-to-55-year age group and 12 participants in the 
65-to-85-year age group). I bars indicate 95% confi-
dence intervals. Neutralization titers against wild-type 
virus were determined twice (once together with titers 
against each variant), and each titer against wild-type 
virus is reported separately with the corresponding 
variant titer. Differences among the determinations of 
the neutralization titer against wild-type virus repre-
sent experimental variation on repeat testing. Values 
above the error bars are geometric mean titers. Data 
points shown on the bar graph represent individual 
50% neutralization titers. Individual titers for all par-
ticipants are shown for all time points except for be-
fore dose 1, when all values were below the lower limit 
of quantitation (LLOQ) of 20; results below the LLOQ 
were set to 0.5 times the LLOQ. Geometric mean ra-
tios (GMRs) of the titers against the variants and wild-
type virus are shown below the graph. In Panel A, the 
geometric mean fold rises (GMFRs) in titers against 
the wild-type strain from before dose 3 to 1 month af-
ter dose 3 were 25.7 (95% confidence interval [CI], 
12.4 to 53.3) for younger adults and 49.4 (95% CI,  
29.2 to 83.3) for older adults. The corresponding GM-
FRs against the beta variant were 38.7 (95% CI, 19.8 to 
75.5) and 78.3 (95% CI, 40.7 to 150.6), respectively.

http://clinicaltrials.gov/show/NCT04368728
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did GMTs against wild-type virus, to more than 
15 times as high (in younger adults) and more 
than 20 times as high (in older adults) as those 
after dose 2, reducing the gap between neutral-
ization of wild-type virus and the beta variant. 
Fourth, neutralization GMTs decreased from 7 

days to 1 month after dose 2 but increased from 
7 days to 1 month after dose 3. A similar pattern 
of broader neutralization (i.e., against variant 
strains) and higher GMTs after dose 3 was seen 
in assays of neutralization GMTs against recom-
binant virus with delta variant spike protein on 
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a wild-type genetic background: the geometric 
mean ratio of neutralization GMTs (delta variant 
to wild type) 1 month after dose 3 was 0.85 in 
younger adults and 0.92 in older adults (Fig. 1B).

Increases in the magnitude and breadth of 
neutralization and improvements in the kinetics 
of the humoral response have also been observed 
with booster doses of prepandemic influenza vac-
cine administered after a primary immunization 
series.5 The safety and immunogenicity of a boost-
er dose of BNT162b2 administered 7 to 9 months 
after the primary two-dose series suggest that a 
third dose could prolong protection and further 
increase the breadth of protection.
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